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Error Report 1955

Program PPEDTRST performs both batch and online edits of the Retroactive Pay (RA) transaction. Unfortunately, the Employee ID value used for the EDB Citizenship Code retrieval (PPPPAY row select) had not yet been loaded from the module’s interface area.

Since the Citizenship Code is used during the Postdoc FEN/FEL DOS consistency edits, this error will cause the following improper edit results:

- A legitimate “FEN” DOS entry on an RA transaction will be rejected with message 36-429 (PAY INPUT OF POSTDOC 'FEN' DOS CANNOT BE TO NON-RESIDENT ALIEN) even though the individual’s Citizenship Code is not one of those defined as Non-Resident Alien.

- A legitimate “FEL” DOS entry on an RA transaction will be rejected with message 36-428 (PAY INPUT OF POSTDOC 'FEL' DOS MUST BE TO NON-RESIDENT ALIEN) even though the individual’s Citizenship Code is defined as Non-Resident Alien.

This release contains a one statement modification to module PPEDTRST which will correct the above problem.

Programs

PPEDTRST

Module PPEDTRST has been modified to appropriately set the Employee ID argument prior to the PPPPAY row “SELECT” statement.
Test Plan

A test plan is not provided. Campuses should enter a valid “FEN” or “FEL” (use Title Code 3253) RA transaction using the ETRA screen. The transaction should not be improperly rejected as per messages 36-428 and 36-429 described above.

Installation Instructions

1. Install the release modified COBOL member PPEDTRST.

2. DB2 pre-compile, compile and link program PPEDTRST into both Batch and Online LOADLIB datasets (PPEDTRST requires a package bind).

3. Bind the plan for program PPP360.

4. Perform the installation testing.

5. Install release object in production.

Timing of Installation

The installation of this release is urgent in order to permit proper Retroactive Payment entry.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Jim.Tuohig@ucop.edu, or call (510)987-0741.

Jim Tuohig